Project Manager B2B (f/m/d)
at BSDEX
Location: Stuttgart / Berlin / Remote

About Boerse Stuttgart Digital Exchange GmbH
We are Boerse Stuttgart Digital Exchange GmbH – we are building Germany´s first
regulated trading venue for digital assets. Bitcoin has disrupted the conventional
banking and stock exchange business and generated billions in value in shortest
possible time. The underlying blockchain technology is revolutionizing the handling of
assets along the value chain of the financial world.
We set high standards in transparency and security and offer a reliable framework for
trading. In order to realize this ambitious endeavor, we are looking for new colleagues
(f/m/d), who are willing to take on responsibility, who bring in a good portion of
pioneering spirit and courage to accompany us on this path.

Your role:
§

You take ownership about multiple key projects which are mission critical to
accelerate our future growth in B2B digital asset trading

§

You create concepts for several structural topics such as onboarding of our B2B
clients and hand the operational execution over to the team after successful
implementation and testing

§

You implement tools and create and introduce processes and structures

§

You create project plans and roadmaps and identify mission critical milestones
and obstacles to tackle in order to move your project forward

§

You select interdisciplinary team members to create powerful and high
performing project teams, this might also include external parties

§

You educate the organisation about the context and impact of the projects to
foster high commitment and engagement

What you bring:
§

You are an experienced project management professional with previous work
experience in a top management consultancy and growing technology
companies with B2B focus

Börse Stuttgart Digital Exchange GmbH
Börsenstr. 4, 10174 Stuttgart
jobs@bsdex.de

§

Ideally your projects were embedded in highly regulated contexts and you have
experience in the financial industry (i.e. banking, trading, fintech, token
economy)

§

You are extremely analytical, understand dependency paths and how to
overcome obstacles of every kind

§

You are determined to meet your deadlines and manage your stakeholders
closely in order to make your projects a success

§

You actively contribute to a healthy team culture based on mutual trust and
support and you are fun to work with :-)

We offer:
§

Participation and ownership in building the missing piece of infrastructure in
Europe to trade digital assets

§

Access to resources and colleagues of Boerse Stuttgart and knowledge
exchange / collaboration with other digitization projects within Boerse Stuttgart,
namely Primary Market / Tokenization, Custody, BISON

§

Become a shaper of our company culture

§

We will have further perks here in the future …

Sounds good? Please send us your CV/LinkedIn/Github (no need for a
cover/motivation letter) to jobs@bsdex.de and we will get back to you in no time!

